Morpheus Hotel
City of Dreams Resort
Macau

Project Credits

Client: Melco Resorts & Entertainment
Architect: Zaha Hadid Architects (ZHA)
Design: Zaha Hadid and Patrik Schumacher
ZHA Project directors: Viviana Muscettola, Michele Pasca di Magliano
ZHA Facade director: Paolo Matteuzzi
ZHA Project architects: Michele Salvi, Bianca Cheung, Maria Loreto Flores, Clara Martins
ZHA Project team: Miron Mutyaba, Milind Khade, Pierandrea Angius, Massimo Napoleoni, Stefano Iacopini, Davide Del Giudice, Luciano Letteriello, Luis Migue Samanez, Cyril Manyara, Alvin Triestanto, Muhammed Shameel, Goswin Rothenthal, Santiago Fernandez-Achury, Vahid Eshraghi, Melika Aljukic
ZHA Interior team: Daniel Fiser, Thomas Sonder, Daniel Coley, Yooyeon Noh, Jinqi Huang, Mirts Biols, Alexander Kuroda, Gaganjit Singh, Marina Martinez, Shajay Bhosshia, Henry Louth, Filippo Nassetti, David Reeves, Marko Gligorov, Neil Ridgen, Milica Piher-Mirjancic, Grace Chung, Mario Mattia, Mariagrazia Lanza
ZHA Concept team: Viviana Muscettola, Tiago Correia, Clara Martins, Maria Loreto Flores, Victor Orive, Danilo Arsic, Ines Fontoura, Fabiano Costinanza, Rafael Gonzalez, Muhammed Shameel

CONSULTANTS
Executive architect: Leigh & Orange, Hong Kong
Local architect: CAA City Planning & Engineering Consultants, Macau
Structural engineering: Buro Happold International, London/Hong Kong
M&E engineering: J. Roger Preston
Facade engineering: Buro Happold International, Hong Kong
Third party reviewer: Rolf Jensen & Associates
Other interior designer:
- Remedios Studio, Hong Kong – Guestrooms, L01 VIP lobby, L03 Spa & Gym, L40 Pool deck and pool villas
- Westar Architects International – L02 Gaming areas & Li Ying Restaurant, L42 Gaming Salons
- Jouin Manku – L03 Alain Ducasse Restaurant
- MC Design – L30 Executive Lounge
- Leigh & Orange, Macau – BOH Areas
Quantity surveyor: WT Partnership, Hong Kong
Lighting design: Isometrix, London/Hong Kong
Fire engineering: Arup, Hong Kong
Acoustic consultant: Shen Milson & Wilke, Hong Kong
Traffic engineer: MVA Hong Kong